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Weaving a Legend: Ene of Ganado
Promotes the Indian Southwest
KATHLEEN L. HOWARD

The fascination with the indigenous populations of the Greater
Southwest has been and continues to be one of the prime reasons people visit the region. Native Americans have attracted
entrepreneurs, tourists, anthropologists, artists, historians and
writers, all of whom have played a role in creating and perpetuating a romantic image of the "American Southwest" and "Indian Country."1

For more than ninety years, the pleasant, classic visage of a Navajo
Indian woman has gazed out at the American public from postcards,
playing cards, and the pages of books. 2 Travelers who journeyed to the
West over the Santa Fe Railroad between 1903 and 1923 could enjoy a
personal encounter with Elle of Ganado as she worked at her blanket
loom in the Indian Building next to the Alvarado Hotel in Albuquerque. 3
Occasionally, Elle made appearances at fairs and shows representing
the "Indian Southwest" on behalf of the Fred Harvey Company and the
Santa Fe Railroad. With the assistance and support of Elle and other
Native American employees, the Fred Harvey Company created the popular view of the Indian Southwest. The most recognizable icon for the
Kathleen L. Howard is a Research Associate at the Heard Museum in Phoenix,
Arizona .. She is also a graduate student in the Ph.D. Program at Arizona State
University. Co-author, with Diana F. Pardue, of Inventing the Southwest: The Fred
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the American Southwest.
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Harvey/Santa Fe portrayal of the Indian Southwest, Elle's only rival for
corporate publicity was the magnificent Grand Canyon itself.
With a handshake instead of a written contract, Fred Harvey established his business in 1876 as the sole hospitality concessionaire for the
Santa Fe Railroad. By the time of his death in 1901, his businesses included twenty-six restaurants, sixteen hotel/restaurants and twenty dining cars on the Santa Fe Railroad. His son, Ford Harvey, assisted by J. F.
Huckel and Minnie Harvey Huckel, Harvey's son-in-law and daughter,
hit upon the idea of establishing an Indian and Mexican museum when
they opened their flagship location in 1902, the Alvarado Hotel in Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Initially, the intent of establishing the Fred Harvey Indian Department in Albuquerque was to capture the attention of travelers as they
headed west toward their final destinations in California. Realizing that
they had a captive market for souvenirs and art works, the Fred Harvey
Company and the Santa Fe Railroad offered a chance to meet friendly
Indian artist-demonstrators and watch them as they worked, making pots
and weaving textiles. They soon developed a successful business sel1ing tourist mementos and objects for collectors. The route selected by
government surveyors for a railroad along the thirty-second parallel
meant that the Santa Fe would go directly through Pueblo and Navajo
lands and past the Grand Canyon, where the Harvey Indian Department
built and operated Hopi House at the Grand Canyon. Against the magnificent backdrop of the South Rim, tourists could watch native artists
at work in a faux pueblo structure. No other railroad could compete with
what the Santa Fe offered its passengers.
Often photographed in the company of children, El1e of Ganado sent
a subliminal message of comfort and safety to Victorian travelers heading through Indian territory. The last actions of the Indian Wars had
ended only fifteen years prior to the opening of the Alvarado. Eastern
newspapers had been filled with stories of "marauding Indian warriors."
The sight of a pleasant, plump Navajo woman ,with children at her side
did much to dispel any residual anxiety of dangerous encounters with
Indians [Figure 1].
Elle was photographed by famous western photographers Karl Moon
andA. C. Vroman. 4 The first dated photograph ofElle was taken in 1901
by Vroman of Pasadena, who was traveling with the P. G. Gates Expedition through Navajo Country [Figures 2A and 2B].5 An earlier but undated photo shows a young El1e and her husband Tom, who also worked
for the Fred Harvey Company, in an unknown location in front of a loom
and hogan. 6 The Harvey Company hired Moon to work in its EI Tovar
Studio at the South Rim of the Grand Canyon, where in 1906 he photographed Elle in several different portrait poses. The best-known Moon
portrait was copyrighted by Fred Harvey in 1906 [see cover]. Prints of
Moon's portrait ofElle were offered for sale in a mail-order catalog pub-
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lished by the Harvey Company in 1910 and at the EI Tovar Studio at the
Grand Canyon. 7 By 1911, nine years after the Alvarado Hotel opened,
the Harvey Company had produced and sold more than 3.5 million postcards. Elle and Tom appeared on many ofthem. 8
Described by the Harvey Company as its "best weaver," Elle was
born to the Black Sheep Clan and was known as "Red Woman," or AsdzlIlI
Lichii' in the Navajo language. 9 Navajo sources believe Elle may have
gone on the Long Walk and spent time in captivity at Bosque Redondo. 'o
A 1903 Harvey brochure mentioned Elle and stated that she was "nearing fifty years of age."II Although outwardly exhibiting many of the
cultural attributes of a Navajo, there is qU,estion about her actual ethnic
heritage. One story, published in 1922, alludes to Elle's origins:
As the story goes, Elle's mother, a Spanish girl of high caste,
was captured in one of the frequent Navajo raids when she was
an infant. She grew up with the nomads and married a wealthy
Navajo. It is said that Elle, their child, was one of the most beautiful maidens of her tribe, and was wooed by all the eligible
young bucks of Navajo landY
If this account is true, it would be ironic that the icon most used by the
Harvey Company to depict Navajos was not of Navajo descent.
Little information exists about Elle's early life. Unfortunately, Elle
spoke only Navajo and left no personal account, no journal for historians to analyze. Little other documentation has survived. All that has
gone into the record was written as publicity pieces by Harvey/Santa Fe
advertising moguls for the consumption of the traveling public. The
remainder consists of newspaper articles, citations in early books on
Navajo weaving, and references to Elle in business correspondence between Herman Schweizer, manager of the Fred Harvey Indian Department and Elle's immediate supervisor, and trader 1. L. Hubbell [Figure
3J.13 In an undated letter to John F. Huckel, Fred Harvey's son-in-law
and a Harvey Company vice president, Schweizer gives another version
ofElle's origins:

P.S. For your information Tom and the other Indian tell me that
Elle's father was a Mexican, Elle's.mother a Zuni and Tom tells
me that the reason for the Navajos having increased so much in
the last forty or fifty years is due to their early raids among the
women of the Moquis, Zunis and other Pueblos.' 4
Several Navajos who knew Elle during childhood have given first-person oral accounts. Their descriptions ofElle's origins vary, but all agree
on one point: the "most famous of all Navajo weavers" was not a "fullblooded Navajo."ls
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Elle's professional weaving career began when she was commissioned to weave a piece to present to President Theodore Roosevelt
when he visited New Mexico in 1903. The President's visit to Albuquerque was a special event for the citizens of the community and they wanted
to honor his visit with a gift-something significant that would remind
him of their city. The people of Albuquerque selected the gift of a Navajo textile appropriately woven in red, white, and blue. In the days
leading up to the President's arrival in Albuquerque, accounts of Elle's
progress on the rug appeared in the Albuquerque and Gallup newspapers. On 30 April 1903, the (Gallup) McKinley County Republican reported:
Judge Baker was at the Harvey curio rooms this morning and
brought the design for the President's Navajo saddle blanket.
The loom for the Navajo squaw, Elle, who is to weave it, was
marked off as much as possible so that the work for her will be
somewhat easier. Elle has done some little work on it up to this
noon. The inscription that will be on it has again been changed
so that the original one of Judge Baker's will be woven. It will
read, "The President, Honorary Membership Card, Commercial
Club, Albuquerque, New Mexico, May 5, 1903."16
One can only guess how Elle handled the pressure of knowing she had
to complete the rug before President Roosevelt's arrival in less than five
days. She met the deadline, however. A later article in the 5 May 1903
issue of the Albuquerque Morning Journal heralded Elle's success:
Elle of Ganado Has Done Her Work. The Blanket bearing his
credentials as an honorary member of the Commercial Club, which
will be presented to President Roosevelt this afternoon where
he is a guest of the club, is complete and Elle, the Navajo squaw,
who did the most difficult piece of weaving ever attempted by
one of her tribe, is receiving the congratulations of her Navajo
companions and the thanks of the club. The Harvey Curio rooms
will be closed today to observe the holiday declared by the
mayor, but until 1 0' clock this morning the blanket will be hung
in one of the front windows of the curio rooms where it may be
seen by all men. A[t] 11 o'clock it will be taken to the Commercial Club, where it will remain until carried away by its distinguished owner [Figure 4].17
Elle completed her rug on time and at her request attended a private
ceremony where the blanket was presented to President Roosevelt.1 8
This ceremony was the first of many events in a long and synergistic
relationship between Elle and the Harvey Company. Page five of the
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Albuquerque Journal Democrat displayed her photograph with the following caption on 5 May 1903:
The above picture of Elle of Ganado and the blanket she made
for President Roosevelt has attracted more attention to New
Mexico and particularly Albuquerque, than any other feature of
the President's visit to the territory. This picture, which is copyrighted by Fred Harvey, first appeared in the Journal-Democrat, where it attracted wide attention. There have since been
hundreds of demands for the paper in which it was published.
Since that time the picture has been printed by no less than six
of the great dailies of the east and west, among them the Denver
Post and the Chicago Inter-Ocean and the St. Louis GlobeDemocrat. The blanket has been adjudged a remarkable work by
experts in Navajo blanketry and has caused a boom in the [market] for beautiful rugs [Figure 5].19
When the Santa Fe Railroad entered Albuquerque from the north in
1880, the company built a depot two miles east of the town plaza. This
site was chosen because land could be acquired on the outskirts of
town at a much lower price. 20 Thereafter, the city expanded east from
"Old Town" to "New Town." The influence of the Santa Fe Railroad,
which linked the city to the rest of the world, was critical. Albuquerque
blossomed and becarrie larger than older Santa Fe, the state capitol, in
large part because it was a railroad town. Each arriving passenger train
stopped at the depot in Albuquerque for at least half an hour. Many
travelers opted to stay the night in comfortable accommodations or to .
enjoy a fine meal served by one of the "Harvey girls. "21 Others went for
brief strolls through the Indian Museum and sales rooms where they
observed Indians at work in various pursuits.
From time to time guest artists such as potters Nampeyo and Maria
Martinez appeared at the Indian Building next to the Alvarado Hotel.
Apache basket weavers, Pueblo potters, and Navajo silversmiths and
weavers promoted the Harveys Company's concept of the Southwest.
All Santa Fe travelers had the opportunity to visit the establishment on
their way "To California Over the Santa Fe Trail."22 Albuquerqueans
soon realized that the success of their town was linked directly to the
powerful Santa Fe Railroad and they closely identified with it. The
Alvarado Hotel, next to the Santa Fe depot and the Fred Harvey Indian
Building and Museum, became the center of social and business life fOf
the city. Stretching seven hundred feet from end to end along the Santa
Fe tracks, the hotel was the focal point of Albuquerque for almost seventy years. 23 Southwest historian Lawrence Clark Powell wrote that in
the minds of local people and tourists, the Alvarado was the heart of the
Southwest [Figure 6].24
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The Alvarado was home and headquarters to Elle and Tom. Although
not integrated into the Anglo social scene of Albuquerque, accounts of
the daily activities of Elle and Tom filled the Albuquerque papers.
Albuquerqueans understood the couple's importance to the success of
their city. The image ofElle at her loom was portrayed on film-still and
moving-and through words that painted vivid pictures. 25 Fred Harvey's
depictions of Elle left an indelible impression of the Indian Southwest
on those who encountered them, and Harvey's images were echoed by
other writers:
Among her bare brown babes that roll upon the packed dirt floor,
sits Elle at her loom. At her side a soft-eyed mother dog plays
with her prankish puppies and eagerly watches the silent woman
from whom comes meat. A shuffling sheep noses inquisitively
about the door, then ambles away to his meager pasturage, but
with earnest concentration the quiet figure at the loom works
out the hidden fancies of her dreams [Figure 7].26
Over fifty different photographic images of Elle have been located in
various books and special library collections. Sometimes Elle is identified by name; at other times she is described as a Navajo weaver or not
identified at all. Her image appears on lantern slides, playing cards, books,
brochures, magazine covers, newspaper articles, photogravure albums,
and postcards. 27 She was photographed not only by Vroman and Moon,
but also by unknown publicity photographers. In 1912, she made a cameo
appearance in director Mack Sennett's short film The Tourists. 28
In most photographs, she appeared in the company of children, although Elle and Tom had no children together. According to Navajo
informants, the children who appear in photographs were actually Tom's
grandchildren, descendants from a previous marriage before he met Elle
[Figures 8 and 9].29
While Elle was the main attraction at the Alvarado for twenty years,
Tom did not escape public notice. He had initially attracted the attention
of the Harvey Company while driving freight wagons at Ganado for J. L.
Hubbell [Figures 10 and 11]. Until his death in 1930, Hubbell acted as
employment agent, recruiting Navajo and Hopi people for the Harvey
Company.JO Hubbell brought Tom and Elle to Schweizer's attention in
Harvey's Indian Department. Surviving business correspondence indicates that the company highly regarded Elle and afforded her high status. In a 1905 letter from Huckel to Schweizer, Elle wasconsulted about
the best material to be used for dyeing wool. In another letter, Elle's
recognition as the top Harvey weaver became evident. The company
relieved another weaver of her duties and sent her home because she
could not get along with Elle. J1 Later, Schweizer demonstrated his respect for Elle and Tom when he loaned them two hundred dollars to
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build a little house about a mile northeast of Ganado at a place the
Navajos refer to as "Round Top."32
The couple's local importance is signified by newspaper accounts
of Tom's struggle with pneumonia in 1904. Throughout his il1ness, Albuquerque papers updated readers on the situation. Headlines in the
Albuquerque paper reported that "Tom of Ganado Has PneumoniaSturdy Navajo Chieftain Now Occupies Cot in St. Joseph's Sanitarium."
A detailed description of Tom's respiratory il1ness, El1e's inconsolable
and tearful reaction, and a less-than-hopeful prognosis for Tom's recovery were reported. This was fol1owed by a glowing but paternalistic
description of Tom's service for the Harvey Company.33 When conventional treatment failed to improve Tom's condition, his Navajo peers
judged that it was time to use a tried and true healing method. Miguelito,
a Navajo healer who was also employed by the Harvey Company in
Albuquerque, performed a yei bei chei ceremony for Tom. 34 Miguelito
proved to be a more skil1ful healer than the good doctors at St. Joseph's
Sanitarium-after the ceremony, Tom's health was restored and he lived
another twenty-five years. 35
El1e and Tom were celebrated representatives for the Fred Harvey
Company. Photographs in special col1ections libraries in Albuquerque,
Phoenix, Tucson, and elsewhere show El1e, Tom, and unidentified Navajo and Pueblo people posing in front of the Indian Building beneath
the shield of the Zuni War God [Figure 12 J. Mary Pickford, Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., and Rin Tin Tin al1 stopped off to be photographed with
Elle as they passed through Albuquerque [Figure 13J. For Hol1ywood
stars and other Anglos of note, no train trip through Albuquerque was
complete without a photo taken under the Zuni War shield before the
Alvarado's Indian Building. El1e and Tom and other unidentified Indian
people appeared with the noted tourists in these photographs lending
an air of "authenticity" to the trip West.
Tom traveled with El1e to the Grand Canyon in 1905, the Chicago
Land Show in 1909 and 1910, and to the San Francisco World's Fair in
1915. Tom acted as host and interpreter-he fluently spoke Navajo, Hopi,
English and Spanish-and cultural broker for the Harvey Company. In
1909 El1e and Tom, accompanied by other Navajos and several Hopis,
traveled to Chicago on behalf of the Santa Fe Railroad as artiste demonstrators in the Land and Irrigation Congress. Albuquerque newspapers
fol1owed their activities. One headline read, "Takes Brawny Harness Bul1s
to Keep Curious Crowds From Stepping on Southwest Indians. in Chicago." The Indian entourage caused quite a stir: Navajo Indians draped
in colorful blankets were an unusual sight in Chicago. During their stay
in the Windy City, El1e, Tom, and other Harvey Indian employees took an
afternoon off. They toured the huge Marshall Field department store
where al1 business came toa standstil1 during their visit. Four Chicago
policeman escorted the group of Indians to and from their hotel. This
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was necessary to restrain the gawking crowds who followed them. 36
In 1910, Elle and Tom returned to Chicago. This time, Nampeyo and
other Hopi people joined them in Albuquerque for the trip to Chicago
where "Tom and Elle made a big hit last year."37 After spending three
weeks in the Windy City, the group returned to Albuquerque on the
Santa Fe train. Their arrival was reported in the Albuquerque Journal:
Nampeyo, the Hopi, the greatest pottery maker of her tribe, with
fifteen other Hopi Indians, together with Tom and Elle and their
two children, the Navajos returned last night on their special car
from Chicago where they were the one big sensation of the land
and irrigation exposition just closed. By their special request
their car was cut out here last night and the Hopis will be allowed to stay over here one day for the explicit purpose of seeing the sights of Albuquerque, which they regard as a little less
sensational and interesting than Michigan Avenue in the Windy
City. Herman Schweizer of the Harvey Curio will conduct a "seeing Albuquerque excursion" on a rubber neck wagon for the
benefit of the Hopis today, while Tom and Elle will go along to
assist in pointing out the new city hall, the stock exchange, the
paved streets. 38
Other accounts of Elle and Tom's activities filled the Albuquerque papers. For example, in 1905, the papers notified readers when the couple
took a six-month sabbatical from their work. In 1908, the Albuquerque
Morning Journal reported that silver jewelry had been stolen from Elle
and Tom's hogan near the depot. 39
In 1915, the Panama-Pacific International Exposition (PPIE) was held
in San Francisco. At a cost of$300,000, the Santa Fe Railroad constructed
an exhibit it called "The Grand Canon of Arizona" and equipped it with a
full complement of Indian artist-demonstrators. Photographs show an
elaborate theme-park"like structure with a Spanish mission stucco exterior. 40 For the admission price of twenty-five cents, visitors entered the
exhibit that covered more than five acres just south of Fort Mason. 41
Today, the view from this site features the Golden Gate Bridge, but when
Elle was there, the bridge had not been built. Elle's impressions of San
Francisco from this vantage point are unrecorded. However, one Anglo
visitor, the then-unknown Laura Ingalls Wilder, visited the Santa Fe
Railroad's Indian Village exhibit and recorded these thoughts:
We went into the Navajo Indian village, regular cliff dwellings.
It is built to be a rocky cliff and one climbs up by steps cut into

the solid rock all along the way. After you get up the cliff, there
are holes dug in the rock, smaller or larger where the Indians
live, making baskets and pottery and weaving rugs. They all
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smell like wild beasts dens and I did not like to be there. The
Indians are very friendly and good-natured. 42
The Santa Fe Railroad's five-acre Grand Canyon ofArizona exhibit was
part of the sixty-five acre amusement section of the PPIE called "The
Zone." A variety of anthropological and commercial displays were housed
in this area. The elaborate Santa Fe exhibit featured a tour of a faux
Grand Canyon. Murals painted on corridor walls showed points of interest along the South Rim. Visitors traveled through this corridor on a
motorized car and looked out at the view in a manner similar to today's
Disneyland, as the train circles the Magic Kingdom.
The Indians, however, were key to attracting visitors to the exhibit.
There were potters and arrow makers, but Elle was the primary focus as
she sat at her loom demonstrating the art of Navajo weaving. One photograph of the exhibit shows Elle at work. A sign next to her reads:
"ELLE of Ganado, Arizona, the noted Indian weaver who uses this loom,
has woven special blankets for President Taft and ex-President
Roosevelt" [Figures 14 and 15].43
Ene was unusual among the Indians associated with the Harvey
Company and Santa Fe Railroad. She was certainly favored as the "prototypical Navajo." But the frequency of her image may also be due to her
willingness to submit to the camera. Unlike many Navajos of her day,
Elle seems not to have been fazed by photographs or by being the center of attention. A loyal and valued employee, Elle continued to work as
an artist-demonstrator for the Harvey Company in Albuquerque and elsewhere until her death in the winter of 1924 ·[Figure 16] .44
Modern critics complain that Indians like Elle were exploited by the
Harvey Company and the Santa Fe Railroad. 45 To the extent that they
used Elle's image to promote tourism in the Southwest, this assertion is
undeniably true. But the regard and attention accorded to Elle and Tom
by their employers, the local community, and during their travels implies
the stature and celebrity that recognized and respected their contributions to Southwestern culture.
Famous Pueblo potters Nampeyo (Hopi-Tewa) and Maria Martinez
(San Ildefonso) also worked for the Harvey Company for a time. However, they went on to broader :venues, establishing themselves and their
work worldwide and passing on their artistic skill and knowledge to their
daughters. Their images occasionally appear in photographs and books,
and on postcards. Examples of their work are in the e~hibits arid archives
of most major national and international museums with significant Indian arts and crafts collections. However, to this day, no Native American woman has had her image reproduced more often and in as many
media as Elle. Yet she established no dynasty, her work is not identified
in museum exhibits, and she bore no children to carryon her legacy as
an artist and weaver. After she died, the Harvey company continued to
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use her image for advertising purposes and photographs of Elle are still
used in recent publications. 46 The photograph Karl Moon took of Elle in
1906 continues to be the most recognizable image of Fred Harvey's "Indian Southwest."
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Figure 1. "Elle of Ganado, Maker of
postcard (hand-tinted). Author's private
the company of children, Elle of Ganado sent
safety to Victorian travelers heading through
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the President's Blanket," color
collection. Often photographed in
a subliminal message of.comfort and
Indian country.
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Figure 2A. Southwest Museum, Los Anget'es, California, neg. N42288,. P.I0079. This charming photograph of Elle was taken in 190 I by
Adam Clark Vroman, a member of the Museum-Gates Expedition. While
visiting the Hopi reservation between 17 July and 30 August, Vroman also
photographed many Navajos. This photo is one of a series of eight poses of
Elle, possibly taken at Ganado. The narrow stripes in the blanket suggest
that Elle might have been working in the "Hubbell revival" style of
Germantown done with a border. The term refers to trader J. L. Hubbell's
revival of late classic-style weavings,47

Figure 28. The Museum of Man, San Diego, California. The same
image of Elle, with the background cropped, appeared on a hand-tinted
lantern slide that was used by the Advertising Department of the Santa Fe
Railroad in promotional lantern slide shows presented all over the country.
The intent of the shows was to encourage railroad travelers to choose the
Santa Fe to travel to California.
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Figure 3. Special Collections Library, University of Arizona, Tuscon,
Arizona. Elle and Tom talk with Herman Schweizer, manager of the Fred Harvey
Indian Department in Albuquerque. Schweizer was their immediate supervisor. Sheep
roam in the background_ The topography resemble's the rolling hills around Ganado.

Figure 4. Special Collections Library, University of Arizona, Tuscon,
Arizona. Surrounded by juniper branches, burden baskets containing skeins of
wool, and finely-woven textiles, Elle sits in one of the rooms in the Indian Building at the Alvarado Hotel in Albuquerque, New Mexico. Beside her is the partially
completed presidential blanket. The weaving is a pictorial of hand-spun yarns
displaying distinct readable lettering and framed with a border.
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Figure 5. The National Archives, Washington, D.C. RG75 Letters
Received by the Office of Indian Affairs 1881~1907, Attachment to
letter from J. F. Huckel, 12 June 1903, No. 37536. A job well-done. Elle
and Tom of Ganado pose outside the Indian Building at the Alvarado Hotel
in Albuquerque with the co'mpleted presidential blanket. Appropriately woven in red, white, and blue, the textile commemorated the visit of President
Theodore Roosevelt to Albuquerque. An unusual weaving because weavers
work from a pattern in their minds, Elle, who did not read or speak English,
was asked to produce this blanket from a predetermined pattern that included the words "The President. Honorary Membership Card. Commercial
Club. Albuquerque, NM, May 5, 1903." The textiles draped overhead are
Hispanic Saltillo and Rio Grande Weavings.
(opposite) Figure 6. The Alvarado Hotel, Author's private collection. The Alvarado complex stretched seven hundred feet north to south
along the railroad tracks. Lawrence Clark Powell believes that the railroad
platform at the Alvarado Hotel was the "cor cordium" of the Southwest,
"one of the last of the Harvey Houses and the most beautiful of them all, old
gray stucco with turquoise trim, its cool courts and shady patios inviting
siesta, its Indian museum packed with old Pueblo artifacts, its slow heartbeat
the coming and going of the Santa Fe trains.""
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Figure 7. The Southwest Museum, Los Angeles, California. Elle and a
Navajo girl (possibly one of Tom's granddaughters) pose in front of a loom. The
photograph was taken by Karl Moon in 1906. The textile on the loom contains
complex multiple borders with terraced and serrated elements. The interior of the
rug contains a variety of cross and lozenge shapes with a parallel terraced zig-zag
diamond design in the center.
(opposite) Figure 8. National Archives, Washington, D.C. RG75, Letters
Received by the Office of Indian Affairs, 1881-1907. J. F. Huckel, June 12,
1903. No. 37536. The photo appears in a brochure entitled "The Indian and
Mexican Building." Elle and Tom (second and third from left) pose with other
Navajo adults and children at the Indian Building at the Alvarado Hotel.
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Figure ,9. Southwest Museum, Los Angeles, California. Postcard in
author's private collection. Elle, Tom and other Navajo Harvey employees rest
amidst pinon trees near the South Rim of the Grand Canyon. Elle drapes her right
hand over a small dog and caresses the hair of a young girl with her left hand. Two
Navajo hogans were built just behind Hopi House where the parking lot stands
today. The hogans were built while Elle was an artist-demonstrator at Hopi House
in \ 905.

(left) Figure 10. "Tom Ganado,"
[sic] Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. Tom of Ganado was
photographed by Karl Moon in
1906. Like the photo of Elle that
appears on the cover of this issue,
the photo was copyrighted by the
Fred Harvey Company and offered
for sale in Photographic Studies of
American Indians by Karl Moon.
(opposite)
Figure 11. "Tom
Ganado," [sic] Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. Tom of
Ganado, wearing a blanket, stands in
front of a studio backdrop to have
his portrait made by Karl Moon in
1906. This photograph was also offered for sale in Moon's catalog.
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(above) Figure 12. Postcard, author's private collection. Elle (seated
left center) and Tom (standing to the left of Elle) pose with Navajo and
Pueblo Indians under the shield of the Zuni War God in front of the Indian
Building at the Alvarado Hotel.
(right) Figure 13. Santa Fe Railway Archives, Kansas State Historical Society. Elle appeared on the cover of the March 1917 issue of The
Santa Fe Magazine. Elle stands to the right of Hollywood movie star Mary
Pickford, who stepped off the Santa Fe train at the Indian Building long
enough to be photographed with Elle. Elle looks rather stoic as she stands
next to the famous star, while an unhappy and terrified Navajo child wishes
for Pickford's speedy departure.
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Figure 14. Special Collections Library, University of Arizona, Tuscon.
Elle sits at her loom and
Tom stands at attention as
the couple represents Fred
Harvey's Indian Southwest in
the Santa Fe Railway exhibit
at the Panama-Pacific International Exposition in San
Francisco in 1915. A central
plaque describes this living
diorama that includes a
weaver as well as various Navajo artists from the reservation as "A Typical Navajo
Winter." The Santa Fe Railroad logo is prominently displayed on the right side of
the exhibit. The sign at the
left introduces Elle and reads
"Elle of Ganado, Ariz., the
noted Navajo weaver who
uses this loom has woven
special blankets for President Taft and Ex-President
Rooseve It."
The
large
borderless weaving with serrated lines suggests that it
was an eye-dazzler even
though the colors are not
known.
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Figure 15. National Archives, Washington, D.C. Elle, spinning wool, sits in
front of the partially completed blanket she made for President Taft in 1911. This
bordered rug made of hand-spun yarn is characteristic of the early 1900s.
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Figure 16. Fray Angelico Chavez History Library, Museum of New Mexico,
Santa Fe. Neg. No. 89390. An elderly Elle (seated) and Tom (standing at far left)
pose with two yo~ng Navajo girls in the Indian Museum at the Alvarado Hotel,
circa 1920.
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NOTES
I. Shelby 1. Tinsdale, "Southwestern Indian Arts and Crafts as Commodities:
Introduction," Journal of the Southwest 38:4 (Winter 1966),387.
2. A brief note on the use of "Navajo" as a descriptor for members of the Navajo
Nation: this paper is concerned with Anglo depictions of Indian artisans at the turn
of the century. At that time and in that context, the term Navajo was in general
use by Anglos. More recently, with respect for Indian preferences, the term Dine
has become the descriptor of choice. In keeping with the period covered by this
essay, I have chosen to stay with the historical usage of "Navajo" and beg the
forbearance of those preferring otherwise.
3. J. L. Hubbell from Ganado, Arizona (Navajo Reservation), often acted as an
agent finding off-reservation employment for Indian people who wished to work
in the Anglo economy. Hubbell introduced Elle and Tom, her husband, to Harvey
Company Indian Department managers. Because Elle and Tom were from the area
near Ganado and came to work through the' auspices of Hubbell at Ganado, the
location was added as a last name. At times, they were referred to as Elle Ganado
and Tom Ganado.
4. Tom Driebe, In Search of the Wild Indian: Photographs and Life Works by
Carl and Grace Moon (Moscow, Pennsylvania: Maurose Publishing Company, 1997).
During World War I, Karl Moon changed the spelling of his first name to Carl. The
author has corresponded the spelling of Moon's name to the time period in which
she discusses his work.
5. William Webb and Robert A. Winstein, Dwellers at the Source: Southwestern
Indian Photographs of A. C. Vroman, 1895-1904 (New York: Grossman Publishers, 1973), 157,202. Vroman joined the Museum-Gates Expedition, under the
leadership of Peter Goddard Gates, from 17 July to 30 August 1901. He photographed many Navajos. This series of photos of Elle may have been taken at
Hubbell's Trading Post in Ganado.
6. Photograph, "Indians-Navajo, Arts and Customs-weaving-Iooms," Hulbert
Western Illustration Collection, Denver Public Library, Denver, Colorado.
7. Karl Moon, Photographic Studies of Indians (Grand Canyon, Arizona: Fred
Harvey EI Tovar Studio, 1910), 14, Arizona Collection, Hayden Library, Arizona
State University, Tempe, Arizona.
8. "The Alvarado Hotel," Albuquerque Journal-Democrat, 21 June 1911. "During the ten years that the curio and museum have been located in Albuquerque,
more than three million five hundred thousand p'ostcards have been mailed out to
various parts of the world. Each card bore a view of the Indian and Mexican
Building or Tom and Elle, the famous Navajos or some picturesque photograph."
9. Kathleen L. Howard and Diana F. Pardue, Inventing the Southwest: The Fred
Harvey Company and Native American Art (Flagstaff, Arizona: Northland Press,
1996), 60.
10. Deschennie Nez Tracy, interview with author, Ganado, Arizona, 23 October
1992 (translated by Kathleen Tabaha). Fred Harvey Papers, The Heard Museum,
Phoenix, Arizona. Tracy stated that "Elle was really light complected, her skin
was pinkish." He believed she might have been conceived when her mother was
living at Fort Sumner. He recalled that she was related to some "Mexicans." The
word "Mexican" was used interchangeably by the Navajos with the word "Spanish,"
but could also mean mestizo.
II. "The Indian and Mexican Building," (Kansas City: n.p., n.d.), "Fred Harvey"
1904/22293, Letters Received by the Office of Indian Affairs, 1881-1907, RG75,
National Archives, Washington, D.C. This brochure accompanied a cover letter
from J. F. Huckel, Fred Harvey Company, to Estelle Reel, Superintendent of Indian
Schools, 31 March 1904.
12. Howard Gruehl, "Like Stories About Indians? Tom and Elle-Navajos," Illustrated World (November 1922), 418. However, Elle was culturally identified as
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Navajo. She spoke only the Navajo language and her weaving also represented the
Navajo culture.
13. George Wharton James, Indian Blankets and Their Makers (Chicago: A. C.
McClurg & Co., 1914), lIS, 121. Also Charles Avery Amsden, Navajo Weaving: Its
Technic and History (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1949), 26.
This unidentified photo of Elle is actually one of the series A. C. Vroman took of
her in 1901. J. L. Hubbell Papers, Box 35, "H" Business Correspondence, Special
Collections, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona.
14. Herman Schweizer to Huckel, (n.d.), The Fred Harvey Papers, Herman
Schweizer Business Correspondence, The Heard Museum, Phoenix, Arizona.
15. Deschennie Tracy and Rose Tracy, interview with author, Ganado, Navajo
Reservation, 23 October 1992; Clara Kinlincheenie, interview with author, near
Wheatfields, Arizona, 23 October 1992; Paul Willie, interview with author, Teec
Nos Pos, Navajo Reservation, 14 July 1993. Copies of these interviews are located
in the Fred Harvey Collection at the Heard Museum, Phoenix, Arizona. Interviews
with Navajo people who knew Elle when they were children were recorded by the
author and transcribed. Kathleen Tabaha of Hubbell's Trading Post National Historic Site suggested individuals to be interviewed and accompanied the author on
expeditions across the Navajo Reservation, acting in the capacity of translator and
culture broker. Without her work, it would have been impossible to acquire this
information about Elle. Kathy has the author's sincerest appreciation and thanks.
16. (Gallup) McKinley County Republican, 30 April 1903.
17. Albuquerque Journal-Democrat, 3 May 1903.
18. "The Indian and Mexican Building," n.p.
19. A Ibuquerque Journal-Democrat, 10 May 1903.
20. David F. Myrick, New Mexico s Railroads: A Historical Survey (Albuquerque:
University of New Mexico Press, 1990),236.
21. For more information on Harvey Girls, see Leslie Poling-Kempes, The Harvey
Girls: Women Who Opened the West (New York: Paragon House, 1989) and Mary
Lee Spence, "Waitresses in the Trans-Mississippi West: 'Pretty Waiter Girls,'
Harvey Girls, and Union Maids," in The Women's West, ed. Susan Armitage arid
Elizabeth Jameson (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1987), 219-34.
22. C. A. Higgins, To California: Over the Santa Fe Trail (Chicago: Passenger
Department of the Santa Fe Railway, 1903), 34-36.
23. Exhibit "A-4" attached to "Agreement Between the Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe Railway Company and Fred Harvey at Albuquerque, December 22, 1938,
the AT&SF. Ry. Co.'s Station GroUllds at Albuquerque (to scale)." Many thanks to
Vern Glover, Santa Fe, New Mexico, for providing this copy.
24. Lawrence Clark Powell, Southwestern Book Trails: A Reader's Guide to the
Heartland of New Mexico and Arizona (Albuquerque: Horn & Wallace Publishers,
1963), 203. Powell wrote, "Where do I take my stand when I survey the' Southwest? It is at the heart that I take my stand; at the heart of hearts, the cor cordium,
in Albuquerque, New Mexico, that ancient crossing of the Rio Grande. I will be even
more precise and say just where it would be in Albuquerque: on the station platform
of the Alvarado, one of the last of the Harvey Houses and the most beauti ful of
them all, old gray stucco with the turquoise trim, its cool courts and'shady patios
inviting siesta, its Indian Museum packed with old Pueblo artifacts, its slow heartbeat the coming and going of the Santa Fe trains."
25. Mack Sennett (director), The Tourists (Keystone Production Company, 1912).
26. Etta Gifford Young, "The Weavers," Arizona (1914), 4. Many thanks to
Martha Blue for bringing this article to my attention.
27. Kathleen L. Howard and Marta Weigle, The Great Southwest of the Fred
Harvey Company an'd the Santa Fe Railway (Phoenix, Arizona: The Heard Museum, 1996), 219-26.
28. Leah Collette Dilworth, "Imagining the Primitive: Representations of Native Americans in the Southwest, 1880-1930" (Ph.D. diss., Yale University, 1992),
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101-3. In 1996, Dilworth's dissertation was published as Imagining Indians in the
Southwest: Persistent Visions of a Primitive Past (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian
Institution Press, 1996). The Tourists shows five seconds of footage of Elle smiling
while she cards woo!.
29. Howard Gruehl, "Like Stories About Indians?" 417-19. Like his wife, Tom
worked for the Fred Harvey Company for many years. ElIe's parents initially
rejected him as a suitor for their daughter because he already had seven wives.
Some Navajo men were polygymous during this period. Tom was tenacious and
even though he had neither sheep nor horses to offer for Elle's hand in marriage,
Gruehl romantically reported, "One fine June morning, only the tracks of his
favorite pony were left as payment for his stolen bride." Tom and Elle conceived
no children of their own; however, they cared for several of Tom's grandchildren.
30. Howard and Pardue, Inventing the Southwest, 46, 47, 105.
31. Huckel to Schweizer, 5 May 1905 and 13 August 1908, Herman Schweizer's
Business Correspondence, Fred Harvey Papers, Heard Museum, Phoenix, Arizona.
32. Kathy Tabaha, of the Hubbell Trading Post, and the author visited the site of
Elle and Tom's house at Round Top near the home of Mrs. Wauneka, one of Tom's
grandchildren on 23 October 1992. The foundations of the house are all that
remain.
33. "Tom of Ganado Has Pneumonia," Albuquerque Morning Journal, 3 October 1904.
34. For more information on the yei bei chei ceremony and Miguelito, see
Gladys A. Reichard, Navajo Medicine Man: Sand-Paintings and Legends of
Miguelito (San Francisco: Grabhorn Press, 1939). The ceremony-which lasted
several days-provided great curative powers and included the creation of sandpaintings. Reichard's book is a biography of Miguelito. She was commissioned to
write Navajo Medicine Man by Minnie Harvey Huckel in memory of her husband,
John Frederick Hucke!. Huckel and Schweizer established the Fred Harvey Indian
Department in Albuquerque, opening its offices on II May 1902. Schweizer was
responsible for encouraging Miguelito to record the details of the twenty chants
that appear in this book. The book was published in a limited edition of five
hundred copies and released in 1939. Slip cased and half-bound in leather, it sold
for $35 in 1939. In 1997 copies sell for prices between $900 and $1,200.
35. "Weird Ceremony for Curing of Tom of Ganado Performed by Miguelito,
Famous Medicine Man-Instant Improvement Noted," Albuquerque Morning Journal, 10 October 1904.
36. "Hopis Having the Biggest Times of Their Lives-Untutored Redskins Have
Room with a Bath," Albuquerque Morning Journal-Democrat, I December 1909.
37. "Nampeyo and Her Fellow Hopis Arrive Here," Albuquerque Morning Journal, 16 November 1910.
38. "Indians to See the Sights Here for a Day," Albuquerque Morning Journal,
7 December 1910.
39. "Tom and Elle Back from the Wilds of the Navajo Land," Albuquerque
Morning Journal, 5 November 1905; "Elle of Ganado is Victim of Mean Sneak
Thief," Albuquerque Morning Journal, 8 March 1908.
40. "San Francisco, PPIE," Fred Harvey Photograph Collection, Special Collections, University of Arizona, Tucson.
41. Blueprint for "The Grand Cafton of Arizona," site plan only, 4 March 1913,
folder "Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe," box 10 I, CA 190, Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley, California.
42. Roger Lea McBride, ed., West From Home: Letters of Laura Ingalls Wilder to
A lmanzo Wilder-San Francisco 1915 (New York: Harper and Row, 1965), 38.
Wilder's description depicts the interest and curiosity of visitors to exhibits where
Indian people appeared. It also indicates viewpoints typical of the era. She looked
at another culture through an Anglo-biased prism. While Wilder admittedly enjoyed viewing the ways of another culture, she imposed her value system upon
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what she saw.
43. Howard and Pardue, Inventing the Southwest, 72.
44. "Renowned Navajo Weaver Passes to Happy Hunting Ground," The Santa Fe
Magazine (February 1924), 42, 43.
45. Kathy M'Closkey, "Marketing Multiple Myths: The Hidden History of Navajo Weaving," Journal of the Southwest 36 (1994), 186-220.
46. On a recent rim-to-rim hike across the Grand Canyon, the author stopped at
the canteen at' Phantom Ranch and was able to purchase reproductions of the sets
of Fred Harvey playing cards originally issued in 1911. Elle appears on three of
these playing cards.
47. The author is grateful to Ann Marshall, Director of Research and Interpretation at the Heard Museum, Phoenix, Arizona, for providing the comments about
the textiles in the photo captions.
48. Powell, Southwestern Book Trails, 203.
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